TOWN OF JACKSON
TOWN COUNCIL
AGENDA DOCUMENTATION

PREPARATION DATE: September 12, 2018
MEETING DATE: September 17, 2018

SUBMITTING DEPARTMENT: Planning
DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR: Tyler Sinclair
PRESENTER: Tyler Sinclair

SUBJECT: P17-074: Snow King Mountain Resort On-Mountain Improvements Project Proposal - United States
Forest Service - Scoping Comments

STATEMENT/PURPOSE
The purpose of this item is to have Town Council consider providing scoping comments to the United States
Forest Service related to the Snow King Mountain Resort On-Mountain Improvements Project Proposal.
BACKGROUND/ALTERNATIVES
At the September 10, 2018, Joint Information Meeting (JIM) Mary Moore, the Bridger-Teton National Forest
District Ranger provided Town/County elected officials information regarding their role as Cooperating
Agencies in the Forest Service Snow King review process. Ms. Moore advised the elected officials that if they
had areas/topics that they wanted to ensure were included in the next steps in the review process including the
alternative analysis those comments should be submitted by the October 4, 2018 deadline. More specifically
Ms. Moore advised that providing direction on the "why" certain areas/topics should be further considered
would be beneficial.
To assist in this consideration staff has provided below a summary of issues identified during the Snow King
Stakeholders engagement process (from a total of 88 issues identified during the First Public meeting) to assist
in area/topic identification.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Front of Mountain Trails
• Uphill Access
• Lots 53, 57, and 58
• East Portal
• Housing
• Town of Jackson Commitments
• Snow King Resort Master Association Commitments
• Snow King Mountain Commitments
•
•
•
•
•

Gondola Landing
Ice Rink
Community Center and Climbing Gym
West Portal
Parking
Zip Line
Boundary Expansion/Road
Summit
Back Side of the Mountain
etc.
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Once/if areas and topics are identified, Council could consider "why" each should be considered under various
alternatives or considerations. To assist in the "why" staff has provided below the "interests" identified during
the Snow King Stakeholders engagement process as follows:
• Conservation of wildlife habitat and wildlands
• Economic viability of Snow King Mountain recreation and resort area
• Diversity of year-round recreational opportunities for diverse user groups
• Community accessibility and affordability
• Preservation of the cultural, environmental, and historical character of Jackson
• Prioritization of community safety
• Availability of high-quality facilities
• Minimized impacts to the surrounding areas.
• Consideration of impacts to infrastructure and services, both positive and negative
• Balanced impacts of development and tourism on the community, both positive and negative, that can serve
as a model for others
• Consideration of community-wide educational opportunities
• Consideration for holding events
• Broadened appeal of the offerings and amenities at Snow King Mountain
• Clear and concise guiding documents to clarify rights, responsibilities, and accountability for all parties
involved in the future of Snow King Mountain
• Maintained and enhanced world-class training and facilities
• Prioritization of environmental sustainability
• etc.
Staff has attached the Forest Service request for public comment document that provides a summary of the
Snow King proposal, as well as a link to the full application below under attachments. In addition, staff has
provided the Snow King Stakeholders Group final summary documents.
Based upon discussion at the meeting Council could direct staff to draft a letter to the United States Forest
Service providing what areas/topics have been identified and "why" for Council consideration at the October 1,
2018 Town Council meeting.
STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS
The stakeholders involved in this issue include Snow King Mountain Recreation, the Town of Jackson
organization, all patrons and users of Snow King Mountain, and the community at large.
ATTACHMENTS
•
•
•

United States Forest Service, letter dated August 3, 2018
Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group, Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process,
May 17, 2018
Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018

FISCAL IMPACT
None
STAFF IMPACT
The staff impact will be significant by many Town/County Departments reviewing and making
recommendations on the proposed plans. To date, Town staff has invested about 250 hours on the Snow King
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Master Plan update process to coordinate and support the Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group. Most of that
time is from the Town Planning Director.
LEGAL REVIEW
This item has not been provided to the Town Attorney for review.
RECOMMENDATION
The Planning Director has not provided a recommendation on this item.
SUGGESTED MOTION
I move to direct staff to draft a letter to the United States Forest Service outlying the scoping comments
provided by Council at this meeting for consideration at the October 1, 2018 Town Council meeting.

Synopsis for PowerPoint (120 words max):
Purpose:
Background:
Fiscal Impact:
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
GOAL OF THE STAKEHOLDER PROCESS
The goal of the Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
process was for a group of 16 members of the community
to work together to come up with multiple scenarios for
the future of Snow King Mountain that balance community
interests. The group included representatives from Snow
King and the Town of Jackson staff sitting down with
community members with diverse preferences and
experiences regarding Snow King—some looking at the
issue through an environmental lens, some through a
business lens, some as Snow King users and user groups,
and some as neighbors, but all with the needs and future
of the community at heart (membership list attached).
The Stakeholder Group met six times between March and
May, working to understand the community interests,
identifying the issues and factors at play on the mountain
and at the base, brainstorming and exploring different
options and ideas, and, finally, agreeing on four different
scenarios that represent a reasonable range of
alternatives for the future of the Snow King Mountain
Resort. These four vision scenarios are summarized in the
accompanying table. The visions represent a substantial
commitment of time and effort by the Stakeholder Group
and a careful deliberation about how best to balance the
community’s interests and ideas.

COMMUNITY INTERESTS
 Conservation of wildlife
habitat and wildlands
 Economic viability of Snow
King Mountain recreation and
resort area
 Diversity of year-round
recreational opportunities for
diverse user groups
 Community accessibility and
affordability
 Preservation of the cultural,
environmental, and historical
character of Jackson
 Prioritization of community
safety
 Availability of high-quality
facilities
 Minimized impacts to the
surrounding areas.
 Consideration of impacts to
infrastructure and services,
both positive and negative
 Balanced impacts of
development and tourism on
the community, both positive
and negative, that can serve as
a model for others
 Consideration of communitywide educational opportunities
 Consideration for holding
events
 Broadened appeal of the
offerings and amenities at
Snow King Mountain
 Clear and concise guiding
documents to clarify rights,
responsibilities, and
accountability for all parties
involved in the future of Snow
King Mountain
 Maintained and enhanced
world-class training and
facilities
 Prioritization of environmental
sustainability

PURPOSE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The four scenarios that emerged from the stakeholder
dialogue are captured in a separate summary table. The
purpose of this document is to provide additional
information about some aspects of the scenarios and,
perhaps more importantly, about the nature of the
Stakeholder Group’s discussions. The summary table is
the outcome and output of the stakeholder process, as
captured by Town staff and the facilitator. This report is
intended to support that document and enhance shared
understanding of the group’s work, but it is not a group
work product. It was prepared by staff and the facilitator,
and the Stakeholder Group was invited to review it and
provide edits, but given the short turnaround required
and the lack of in-person discussion about the summary, it should be viewed as a staff and
contractor document rather than a group report.
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY IN THE PROCESS
The process included two community meetings to allow the Stakeholder Group to learn about
the broader community’s interests and visions. At the first community meeting, participants
were invited to share their interests on the future of Snow King—these are the underlying
motivations and “why’s” they have for the preferences they have. The Stakeholder Group
refined the list of 88 interests from the community meeting down to a list of 16 interests that
then served as a touchstone for the remainder of the process. At the second community
meeting, the Stakeholder Group summarized the options they had identified for all the issues
at play in Snow King’s future, and then invited community members to build their own
scenarios. The Stakeholder Group received 288 completed community vision packages, and
then used those to inform their final discussion on which and how many scenarios to share
with Town Council and Snow King.
PRIMARY STEPS IN THE PROCESS
The first Stakeholder Group meeting occurred the day after the first community meeting. At
this meeting, the group developed their operating protocols (attached) and discussed the
community interests (see above). The remaining meetings involved the follow steps and
actions:
• Development of a preliminary vision for the base
• Discussion of options for the primary elements of the area (front of the mountain trails,
zip line, summit, back of the mountain, boundary expansion and road, east portal and
other SRKMA properties, etc. )
• Delineation of future responsibilities and commitments for Snow King, the Snow King
Resort Management Association (SKRMA),
KEY ISSUES DISCUSSED
and the Town
• Clarification of the options to share with
 Balancing allowing the gondola to land on
the community to learn how they would
Town property with developing new
community benefits at the base
package the options to meet the identified

Ensuring additional community benefits,
interests
such as increased housing, improvements to
• Development of four final scenarios to
parking and traffic, and community access
submit to Town Council and Snow King
to summit amenities in exchange for
development opportunities for Snow King
for consideration
KEY ISSUES IN THE DISCUSSION
The Stakeholder Group worked hard to be
creative and find new paths forward, while also
staying anchored in the best interests of the
community. There were several key issues that
the group discussed at great length, working to
understand one another’s perspective and to
find options for the future that accommodated
as many of the community interests as
possible.
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 Improving traffic flows and parking for all
uses, without pushing problems off of main
roads and arterials and into adjacent
neighborhoods
 Balancing the environmental impacts of
putting in a new road with the potential
gains in safety for staff and visitors to the
summit
 Maintaining the character of the Town while
providing growth and development
opportunities for Snow King
 Ensuring that the roles and responsibilities
are clear for Snow King, SKRMA, and the
Town into the future
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
Gondola Landing and a Vision for the Base
The Stakeholder Group discussed Snow King’s proposal to install a new gondola in place of
the existing Summit Lift and to land the new gondola on Town of Jackson property. The group
acknowledged that landing a new gondola on Town property would represent a substantial
contribution from the community to Snow King, particularly since the land that would be
used is currently a parking lot used to access the community park. However, the group also
noted that this potential contribution from the community represents a substantial
opportunity for the Town to negotiate some exciting amenities for the residents of Jackson in
exchange for use of Town property.

While not all members of the group agreed on what the best package of “gives” and “gets”
should be to ensure that the Town and residents receive an appropriate amount of
community benefit for landing the gondola on Town property, there was convergence in the
group around a vision to maximize gains for all by thinking creatively about the base. Toward
this end, several members of the Stakeholder Group met between meetings to develop a
vision for the base of Snow King that could substantially improve the flow of activities on
the mountain and facilitate Snow King’s delivery of mountain recreation, while also
bringing exciting new recreational opportunities to the area for residents. The underlying
idea behind the vision is that Snow King, the Town, and the residents would all gain from the
vision, adding value for everyone through creative thinking and thoughtful development.
The new vision for the base included the following elements:
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Mutual planning, development, and creation of a world-class west base area, which
would be the largest, most accessible and contiguous (green/grass and
white/snow) public/recreational space possible, designed for optimal functionality
for multiple uses (both public and resort) in all seasons.
Removal and replacement of the Summit Lift with a gondola.
Careful siting of the gondola landing on Town property to maximize contiguous green
and white space on the property.
Development of a world-class park, event center, and youth sports facility
accommodating public and private events and competitions, a community center,
spectator hospitality, resort amenities, and headquarters for the Jackson Hole Ski and
Snowboard Club, Doug Coombs Foundation, Jackson Hole Youth Hockey, Jackson Hole
Moose Hockey, Jackson Hole Skating Club, the Jackson Hole High School Ski Team, the
Jackson Hole Chapter of the Girls Scouts, and/or a year-round youth/teen center.
Consideration of a variety of community, athletic, and recreational uses at the new
sports facility, including an additional ice rink, a climbing gym, meeting rooms, office
space, study space or a branch library, among other things.
Creation of an expanded and enhanced outdoor park space designed to
accommodate multiple uses including but not limited to: baseball/kickball, markets
and fairs, concerts, general public use, youth sports and winter sports dryland, and
community events.
Establishment of shared funding / expense and operating agreements, association,
or similar organizational structure to help create this vision and cover ongoing
24
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
operations and maintenance of base area facilities (e.g., plowing, parking, janitorial
services for shared buildings) and community benefits.

The idea behind this vision for the base is that it would substantially improve the recreational
opportunities for the community by increasing the contiguous community space at the base to
allow for more outdoor uses and by developing a community mountain and event center for
new and expanded indoor uses. There was strong support among stakeholders about the need
for a clear delineation of responsibilities between the Town, Snow King Mountain Resort, and
Snow King Resort Management Association (SKRMA), in order to improve maintenance of
roads and facilities to improve the user experience and increase safety.

It is important to note that the Stakeholder Group talked at length about the many members of
the community who indicated a preference for not landing the gondola on Town property in
their vision packages at the community meeting. The group members acknowledged and
carefully considered this preference. Upon further deliberation, many in the group ultimately
agreed the vision at the base that included landing the gondola on Town property held the
greatest promise for delivering substantial community benefit to Town residents while also
facilitating operational efficiencies for Snow King.

Community Benefits Now and for the Future

COMMUNITY BENEFITS INCLUDED IN STAKEHOLDER
VISION SCENARIOS

Members of the Stakeholder Group stressed
the importance of developing vision packages
 Reconfiguration and expansion of contiguous
green/snow space at Phil Baux Park
for Snow King that promised a strong return
 New event space at Phil Baux Park
to the local community for their continued
 A new summit building with access for the
and increased support of Snow King.
community, including a restaurant, a
Community benefits included more recreational
telescope/planetarium, and community space
opportunities at the base (see above), as well as
 New picnic areas at the summit and yurts on the
backside of the mountain
a new building at the summit of Snow King that

Improved and in some cases expanded ski terrain on
would be open and welcoming to visitors and
the mountain
the community alike. The new summit building
 Expansion and improvement of the existing ice rink
would include a restaurant open to the
 Creation of a new community mountain sports center
community, community space, a telescope and
 Improved flow for drop-offs and through traffic at the
base
planetarium, and other amenities. The summit
 Increased and improved parking at the existing ice
area would include picnic tables, a weather
rink
station, and easy access to the glorious views
 New housing for Snow King employees provided on
that make Jackson special. The summit would
Snow King property to alleviate housing pressures
be served by a new gondola, and there would
elsewhere in the community
 Clear commitments from Snow King and SKRMA for
be improvements to existing ski terrain for the
future management, financial investment, and
benefit of visitors and residents alike. These
maintenance of amenities and infrastructure
would be available year-round—free for hikers
in the summer and for a lift-ticket fee in the winter (with advance purchase, season pass, and
daily pass options).
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
Other recreational benefits that this vision included for the community include expansion
of the existing ice rink and the creation of a new world-class community mountain sports
center (described above). These developments would expand the indoor sports recreation
opportunities available in Jackson, providing more ice for hockey and figure skating, a
climbing wall, and other fitness and sports opportunity. There would also be improved space
to support management and growth of community sports and community groups like Jackson
Hole Ski and Snowboard Club, Doug Coombs Foundation, Jackson Hole Youth Hockey, Jackson
Hole Moose Hockey, Jackson Hole Skating Club, the Jackson Hole High School Ski Team, the
Jackson Hole Chapter of the Girls Scouts.

The Stakeholder Group also sought benefits to the community outside of the sports and
recreation spheres. They saw a lot of room for improvement in parking, traffic, and
transportation at the base of Snow King. The group agreed on the need for a new parking,
traffic, and use study for the area to assess the problems, identify the sources and
patterns behind the problems, and recommend creative solutions. The group further
agreed that the study should be jointly funded and implemented by Snow King, SKRMA,
and the Town. The group acknowledged that they are not traffic engineers or otherwise
experts in the field, but they also had strong preferences for alleviating parking challenges in
the area and ensuring that Snow King and SKRMA invest in solutions along with the Town.
Some members of the group felt strongly that the parking improvements on main streets and
arterials should not have the effect of pushing parking and traffic onto side streets and into
neighborhoods adjacent to Snow King and SKRMA properties. The Stakeholder Group
discussed a variety of options for ways to address parking and improve the flow of traffic, but
did not agree on the best strategies. The parking and traffic improvements options that gained
the most traction in the group are captured in the accompanying scenario summary table.

A Discussion of Finances
Most members of the stakeholder group expressed support for maintaining the viability of
Snow King into the future, although they expressed different understandings and visions for
what that meant, what would be needed to accomplish it, and what the Town’s role in it
should be. Early on, Snow King requested that the group not delve into the financial details of
the resort, suggesting that it would not be the best use of the group’s limited meeting time to
try to understand, debate, or seek agreement on the financial status or revenue needs for
Snow King. Some members continued to believe that knowing the needs of Snow King and the
relative cost and revenue projections for different elements being considered for future
development would help the group make informed choices for a vision. Others stated that this
line of discussion held more opportunity for disagreement and debate than it did for visioning
and creative thinking. In the end, the group invested their time in visions rather than finances.
However, they did discuss more broadly the need for SKRMA to contribute financially to the
community benefit and recreational operations at Snow King. This was very important to
some stakeholders and is reflected in the scenario table under “SKRMA commitments.”
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Snow King Mountain Stakeholder Group
Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
Balancing Hard Issues
Among the more challenging isuses that the group
addressed were boundary expansion, road
development, and zipline. Snow King
representatives had previously and in stakeholder
meetings expressed the importance of these topics
to the future financial viability of the ski mountain.
Community members expressed a variety of
perspectives on these issues in their identification
of interests and in their vision packages. Members
of the Stakeholder Group also expressed different
opinions on each, often with different
understandings or calculations of the tradeoffs and
gains for the community.

HARD ISSUES TO BALANCE
 Boundary expansion:
o Whether to do it, how much to do it, where to
do it (face of the mountain, summit)
o Concerns about environmental impacts
o Benefits for the community in terms of
expanded ski terrain
o Other benefits for the community?

 Road development:
o Potential improvements in safety, operations,
and summit access
o Concerns about grade of new road, visual
impacts, and environmental impacts
o Benefits for the community in terms of
potential new ski terrain between
switchbacks
o Other benefits for the community?

The group explored several ideas and options
related to gains for Snow King and for the
community but did not agree on or converge on
a particular outcome. Some of the options
 Zipline:
considered are listed below. These are ideas
o Whether to have one
o Where to put one if there is one
discussed and considered by the whole group, but
o Concerns about visual impacts and impacts to
not necessarily supported by individual members
the experience on the mountain and to
of the group. The summary scenario table
surrounding neighbors and the cemetery
demonstrates different ways that these elements
o Benefits to the community?
could be combined with other ideas to create
unique packages of benefits for Snow King and the community.
•
•
•
•

Boundary expansion at the summit could make sense if it included an expansion of the
ski terrain to create new beginner skiing opportunities in a sunnier, warmer area
Minimal boundary expansion on the face of the mountain could make sense if it
allowed for development of a new road to improve safety and summit access
A new road to improve safety and access could make sense if skiing is allowed between
the switchbacks
If a zipline is going to be built, it could fit better with the surrounding community if it
was located next to the Rafferty Lift and if use was managed to respect visitors to the
cemetery. Alternatively, if a zipline is going to be built, it could fit better with the
surrounding community if it was located adjacent to the gondola, which could reduce
visual impacts and alleviate concerns about the cemetery.

However, there were several concerns that consistently emerged that the Stakeholder
Group was unable to resolve with regard to these options. These issues are listed below.
Some of the issues could be informed and/or resolved through the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) analysis that the US Forest Service will conduct as part of a Snow King
application process. Others are matters of preference or perspective and are therefore more
difficult to resolve.
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Staff and Consultant Summary of Outcomes and the Process
May 17, 2018
•
•
•
•
•
•

The potential impacts of expanding the ski area boundary and/or building a new road
on elk habitat, migration corridors, and other natural resource values on the mountain
The engineering challenge of constructing a new road on the front of the mountain on
one hand, and addressing safety and operational concerns related to accessing resort
infrastructure and the summit on the other hand
The change in the experience on the mountain and in the surrounding neighborhoods
with the addition of a zipline, particularly related to noise and potential loss of a lowkey atmosphere
The potential visual impacts from a new road and/or a zipline
The ability or lack of ability to minimize or mitigate these potential impacts
What the appropriate package of community benefits should be in exchange for
boundary expansion and/or new road development and/or a zipline

Scenario Packages and Areas of Divergence
The Stakeholder Group talked at great length about how best to balance gains and
opportunities for Snow King with gains and opportunities for the community. Maintaining
community character and protecting environmental and natural resource values were
important variables in the equation. While there are many areas of agreement among the
stakeholders that are reflected in the pages above and in common language in different boxes
in the scenario summary table, different members of the group weighed those elements
differently against other gains and opportunities for the community. For this reason, the
Stakeholder Group encourages Town Council and Snow King to look at each scenario as a
complete package without “cherry picking” the common elements and removing them from
the context of the scenario packages. While there is general stakeholder convergence
around many scenario elements, there remains divergence among the stakeholders about
important aspects of the future of Snow King, including whether to have a zipline and
where to put it if there is one, whether to develop a new road and where to put it if there
is one, and whether, where, how much to expand the Snow King boundary. The
convergence in many cases is based on compromises made in other topic areas, some of
which may not be obvious to those who were not a part of the discussion. The group hopes
that future negotiations, analyses, and permitting processes among and between Snow
King, SRKMA, the Town, and the US Forest Service yield a balance of outcomes that allow
for the continued viability of Snow King while providing community benefits and
maintaining the feel of the community that makes Jackson such a desirable place to call
home.
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Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
WHAT’S IN THE TABLE
The following table summarizes four scenarios that the Stakeholder Group agreed represent a reasonable range of alternative visions for the future of
Snow King. Each scenario should be viewed as a complete package, as each balances the interests in a unique and carefully thought-out way. Some
elements discussed in the table are marked with an asterisk (*). The asterisk indicates that the same language for that element occurs in each of the four
scenarios. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that language or that element no matter what; each
scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently. The Stakeholder Group encourages Council and the community not to infer
that there is universal agreement about the elements with the asterisks and to review those elements in the broader context of each scenario as a standalone package of carefully considered trade-offs.

Note: The Stakeholder Group seriously and carefully considered the interests and vision packages that emerged from the two community meetings. The
Stakeholder Group integrated the community’s perspectives into their own deeper dive into potential futures that address all the identified interests and
considerations. Early in their work together, the Stakeholder Group converged around a vision for the base of the mountain that fundamentally rethinks
the base in a way that maximizes the community benefits and meets the greatest number of interests to the largest degree. The Stakeholder Group
encourages Council and the community to view the vision for the base and the accompanying scenarios not through a lens of a particular interest, but
through a lens of what will be best for the whole community in the long-term. Please read the accompanying summary report to learn about the
Stakeholder Group’s vision for the base and other elements and ideas that the group considered.

This summary document was prepared by Heather Bergman of Peak Facilitation Group and Tyler Sinclair, Director of Planning for the Town of Jackson. Due
to the urgency of getting information to Council, the Stakeholder Group did not have time for a thorough, in-person review of this table as a group. Individuals
suggested clarifications and edits in response to an emailed draft document; Heather and Tyler incorporated those to the best of their ability, working to
remain consistent with the notes from the meeting. Any errors in this document should be attributed to the writing team, not to the stakeholders.
ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A
Gondola landing on Town of
Jackson property

SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

Gondola landing on Town of
Jackson property

Gondola
Landing

Gondola landing on Town of
Jackson property

SCENARIO D
Gondola landing on Town of
Jackson property

Note: The group briefly discussed
the concept of a land exchange or
purchase such that Town owns
all or a portion of KM6 for
community purposes and Snow
King owns a portion of current
ball field to land gondola and
other amenties. Some members
of the group indicated that they
do not believe the idea is viable;

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

Ice Rink*

Community
Mountain Sports
Center*

SCENARIO A

Expand ice rink to the east to
allow an additional sheet of ice
and other options in the current
area
Community mountain sports
center included as part of the
Snow King Center ice rink,
dependent upon ice rink
expansion options

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
SCENARIO B

Expand ice rink to the east to
allow an additional sheet of ice
and other options in the current
area
Community mountain sports
center included as part of the
Snow King Center ice rink,
dependent upon ice rink
expansion options

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

Expand ice rink to the east to
allow an additional sheet of ice
and other options in the current
area
Community mountain sports
center included as part of the
Snow King Center ice rink,
dependent upon ice rink
expansion options

others indicated that they would
need more information and/or
discussion before forming an
opinion.
Expand ice rink to the east to
allow an additional sheet of ice
and other options in the current
area
Community mountain sports
center included as part of the
Snow King Center ice rink
dependent upon ice rink
expansion options

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

Parking

SCENARIO A
• Phil Baux Park should not to
be used for surface parking
• Move parking from Phil Baux
Park to other Snow King
property
• Reconfigure and expand
current Town-owned upper
and lower parking lots at ice
rink to increase number of
spaces and build additional
cantilevered parking at ice
rink to create additional
parking spaces
• Consider parking at KM6—
surface or underground,
depending on development
• Town of Jackson property to
be used for drop-offs and
turnaround with minimal
parking for events
• Bike lanes on Snow King
Avenue
• A parking and traffic study
should be undertaken
collaboratively by Snow King
Resort Management
Association (SKRMA) and the
Town of Jackson to support a
new Transportation Demand
Management Plan.

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

• Phil Baux Park should not to
be used for surface parking
• Recoup lost parking at Phil
Baux Park through:
o Develop easiest surface
parking options in the near
term
o Reconfigure and expand
current Town-owned
upper and lower parking
lots at ice rink to increase
number of spaces
o Create more on-street
parking on South Cache
and Snow King Ave.
o Consider angled parking on
Snow King Ave. on north
side with road widening to
accommodate bike lanes
• Town of Jackson property to
be used for drop-offs and
turnaround with minimal
parking for events
• Bike lanes on Snow King
Avenue
• A parking and traffic study
should be undertaken
collaboratively by Snow King
Resort Management
Association (SKRMA) and the
Town of Jackson to support a
new Transportation Demand
Management Plan.

• Phil Baux Park should not to
be used for surface parking
• Recoup lost parking at Phil
Baux Park through:
o Develop easiest surface
parking options in the near
term
o Reconfigure and expand
current Town-owned
upper and lower parking
lots at ice rink to increase
number of spaces
o Create more on-street
parking on South Cache
and Snow King Ave.
o Consider angled parking on
Snow King Ave. on north
side with road widening to
accommodate bike lanes
• Consider surface or
underground, depending on
development
• Town of Jackson property to
be used for drop-offs and
turnaround with minimal
parking for events
• Bike lanes on Snow King
Avenue
• A parking and traffic study
should be undertaken
collaboratively by Snow King
Resort Management
Association (SKRMA) and the
Town of Jackson to support a
new Transportation Demand
Management Plan.

• Phil Baux Park should not to
be used for surface parking
• Recoup lost parking at Phil
Baux Park through:
o Develop easiest surface
parking options in the
near term
o Reconfigure and expand
current Town-owned
upper and lower parking
lots at ice rink to increase
number of spaces
o Create more on-street
parking on South Cache
and Snow King Ave.
o Consider angled parking
on Snow King Ave. on
north side with road
widening to accommodate
bike lanes
• Consider surface or
underground, depending on
development
• Town of Jackson property to
be used for drop-offs and
turnaround with minimal
parking for events
• Bike lanes on Snow King
Avenue
• A parking and traffic study
should be undertaken
collaboratively by Snow King
Resort Management
Association (SKRMA) and the
Town of Jackson to support a
new Transportation Demand
Management Plan.

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A
No zip line

Zip Line

Boundary
Expansion/Road

Summit Multiuse Building*

Note: A zip line could be
incorporated into this scenario:
a) if it was accompanied by
additional community benefit
provided by Snow King, and b)
only if the zip line was put
adjacent to the Rafferty lift.
Expand boundary to encompass
new road as proposed by Snow
King Mountain but without the
additional terrain proposed on
the front side; this does allow
for skiing between switchbacks.

Multi-use building that is
welcoming to both visitors and
locals
• Green development
• Space for community
activities
• Allow for community use
even when events are going
on
• Appropriate size to
accommodate needs
without being too big;
maximize flexibility of space
while minimizing footprint
• No mid-mountain lodge as
previously considered in the

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

No zip line

Zip line on west side of
mountain (West Portal), activity
recommended to be built
adjacent (on east side) of
Gondola.

Zip line on east side of the
mountain adjacent to the
Rafferty Lift.

Expand boundary to encompass
new road as proposed by Snow
King Mountain but without the
additional terrain proposed on
the front side; do not allow for
skiing between switchbacks.

Expand boundary to encompass
new road as proposed by Snow
King Mountain but without the
additional terrain proposed on
the front side; this does allow
for skiing between switchbacks.

No boundary expansion; new
road within exising boundary,
for summer operations and
safety purposes, could still be
used for downhill skiing in the
winter.

Multi-use building that is
welcoming to both visitors and
locals
• Green development
• Space for community
activities
• Allow for community use
even when events are going
on
• Appropriate size to
accommodate needs
without being too big;
maximize flexibility of space
while minimizing footprint
• No mid-mountain lodge as
previously considered in the

Multi-use building that is
welcoming to both visitors and
locals
• Green development
• Space for community
activities
• Allow for community use
even when events are going
on
• Appropriate size to
accommodate needs
without being too big;
maximize flexibility of space
while minimizing footprint
• No mid-mountain lodge as
previously considered in the

Note: Consider which needs could
be met by a road on the backside
to inform and potentially limit
size and impact of road on front
side of mountain.
Multi-use building that is
welcoming to both visitors and
locals
• Green development
• Space for community
activities
• Allow for community use
even when events are going
on
• Appropriate size to
accommodate needs
without being too big;
maximize flexibility of space
while minimizing footprint
• No mid-mountain lodge as
previously considered in the

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

Summit

Back Side of the
Mountain

SCENARIO A

SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

MDP if there is a building at
the summit
• Restaurant should be
welcoming for all patrons
• Picnic tables
• Summit Park
• Weather forecasting station
• Telescope and planetarium
West Summit minimal
expansion to allow beginner
skiing (magic carpet, facilities)
No change in boundary, as
proposed by Snow King
Mountain including a new lift
and bike and ski terrain within
existing permit boundary, with
consideration for wildlife
migration and habitat; includes
bike park as proposed by Snow
King Mountain; plus yurts (to be
accessible to community as a
community benefit)

MDP if there is a building at
the summit
• Restaurant should be
welcoming for all patrons
• Picnic tables
• Summit Park
• Weather forecasting station
• Telescope and planetarium
No expansion allowed

MDP if there is a building at
the summit
• Restaurant should be
welcoming for all patrons
• Picnic tables
• Summit Park
• Weather forecasting station
• Telescope and planetarium
West Summit minimal
expansion to allow beginner
skiing (magic carpet, facilities)
No change in boundary, as
proposed by Snow King
Mountain including a new lift
and bike and ski terrain within
existing permit boundary, with
consideration for wildlife
migration and habitat; includes
bike park as proposed by Snow
King Mountain; plus yurts (to be
accessible to community as a
community benefit)

•

•

•
Front of
Mountain
Trails*

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018

•
•

Staircase Trail to be
realigned/reinforced
Hiking Trail to be realigned
to get pedestrians away
from the road and
construction traffic; allow
for summer and winter use
Summit Trail needs to be
more obvious and have
better wayfinding
Two biking zones from the
Snow King Mountain

No change in boundary with
limited development for humanpowered activities and yurts (to
be accessible to community as a
community benefit)

•

•
•

Staircase Trail to be
realigned/reinforced
Hiking Trail to be realigned
to get pedestrians away
from the road and
construction traffic; allow
for summer and winter use
Summit Trail needs to be
more obvious and have
better wayfinding
Two biking zones from the
Snow King Mountain

•
•

•
•

Staircase Trail to be
realigned/reinforced
Hiking Trail to be realigned
to get pedestrians away
from the road and
construction traffic; allow
for summer and winter use
Summit Trail needs to be
more obvious and have
better wayfinding
Two biking zones from the
Snow King Mountain

SCENARIO D
MDP if there is a building at
the summit
• Restaurant should be
welcoming for all patrons
• Picnic tables
• Summit Park
• Weather forecasting station
• Telescope and planetarium
No expansion allowed
No change in boundary, as
proposed by Snow King
Mountain including a new lift
and bike and ski terrain within
existing permit boundary, with
consideration for wildlife
migration and habitat; includes
bike park as proposed by Snow
King Mountain; plus yurts (to be
accessible to community as a
community benefit)
Maintain option for road on the
back side of the mountain
• Staircase Trail to be
realigned/reinforced
• Hiking Trail to be realigned
to get pedestrians away
from the road and
construction traffic; allow
for summer and winter use
• Summit Trail needs to be
more obvious and have
better wayfinding
• Two biking zones from the
Snow King Mountain

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

Uphill
Access/Travel
in Winter

East Portal

SCENARIO A

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

proposal to be included;
start at mid-station of
Rafferty lift, have one
crossing point only
• If the road is shared with
the Sink or Swim trail, then
reroute trail to maintain
single-track experience
• Maintain and enhance
connections to surrounding
neighborhoods and area
trails
• Add bike lane on Snow King
Avenue to the resort
• Collaborate with Town,
County, community groups,
and others for trail building
Charge for uphill
access/travel in winter
• Advance purchase discount
option
• Season pass option
• Daily pass option

proposal to be included;
start at mid-station of
Rafferty lift, have one
crossing point only
• If the road is shared with
the Sink or Swim trail, then
reroute trail to maintain
single-track experience
• Maintain and enhance
connections to surrounding
neighborhoods and area
trails
• Add bike lane on Snow King
Avenue to the resort
• Collaborate with Town,
County, community groups,
and others for trail building
Charge for uphill
access/travel in winter
• Advance purchase discount
option
• Season pass option
• Daily pass option

proposal to be included;
start at mid-station of
Rafferty lift, have one
crossing point only
• If the road is shared with
the Sink or Swim trail, then
reroute trail to maintain
single-track experience
• Maintain and enhance
connections to surrounding
neighborhoods and area
trails
• Add bike lane on Snow King
Avenue to the resort
• Collaborate with Town,
County, community groups,
and others for trail building
Charge for uphill
access/travel in winter
• Advance purchase discount
option
• Season pass option
• Daily pass option

proposal to be included;
start at mid-station of
Rafferty lift, have one
crossing point only
• If the road is shared with
the Sink or Swim trail, then
reroute trail to maintain
single-track experience
• Maintain and enhance
connections to surrounding
neighborhoods and area
trails
• Add bike lane on Snow King
Avenue to the resort
• Collaborate with Town,
County, community groups,
and others for trail building
Charge for uphill
access/travel in winter
• Advance purchase discount
option
• Season pass option
• Daily pass option

East Portal to serve primarily
as commercial, lodging, and
retail
• Resort entry, gateway to
“resort activities,” summer
focus

East Portal to serve primarily
as commercial, lodging, and
retail
• Resort entry, gateway to
“resort activities,” summer
focus

East Portal to serve primarily
as commercial, lodging, and
retail
• Resort entry, gateway to
“resort activities,” summer
focus

Enhance beginner terrain within
the existing boundary, including
from the mid-station of the
Rafferty Lift, above the cemetery
and on the back side of the
summit within the current
boundary.
East Portal to serve primarily
as commercial, lodging, and
retail
• Resort entry, gateway to
“resort activities,” summer
focus

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A
•
•
•

Lots 53, 57, and
58

Housing

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018

Welcoming, accessible area
More intense use expected
in this area
Important for winter/skiing
aspect as well as summer
activities

All three lots to be used for
employee housing and
lodging
• Place building envelope
locations to maintain
experience on ski hill
• Maintain/create welcoming
feel
• Locate building envelopes to
minimize impacts on adjacent
property owners
• Apply housing requirements
(see housing section below)
Town of Jackson and SKRMA
negotiate new requirements;
new agreement should provide
parity with requirements in
Land Development Regulations
(LDRs) as much as possible
address seasonal and full
employees
Ensure that housing
requirements are based on
usage and number of
employees, not only square

SCENARIO B

•
•
•

SCENARIO C

Welcoming, accessible area
More intense use expected
in this area
Important for winter/skiing
aspect as well as summer
activities

All three lots to be used for
employee housing and
lodging
• Place building envelope
locations to maintain
experience on ski hill
• Maintain/create welcoming
feel
• Locate building envelopes to
minimize impacts on adjacent
property owners
• Apply housing requirements
(see housing section below);
housing requirement to be
met on-site
Town of Jackson and SKRMA
negotiate new requirements;
new agreement should provide
parity with requirements in
Land Development Regulations
(LDRs) as much as possible
address seasonal and full
employees

•
•

•
•

All three lots to be used for
employee housing and
lodging
• Place building envelope
locations to maintain
experience on ski hill
• Maintain/create welcoming
feel
• Locate building envelopes to
minimize impacts on adjacent
property owners
• Apply housing requirements
(see housing section below)

Welcoming, accessible area
More intense use expected
in this area
• Important for winter/skiing
aspect as well as summer
activities
• Emphasize portal for
beginner skiers and ski
school.
All three lots to be used for
employee housing and
lodging
• Place building envelope
locations to maintain
experience on ski hill
• Maintain/create welcoming
feel
• Locate building envelopes to
minimize impacts on adjacent
property owners
• Apply housing requirements
(see housing section below)

Town of Jackson and SKRMA
negotiate new requirements;
new agreement should provide
parity with requirements in
Land Development Regulations
(LDRs) as much as possible
address seasonal and full
employees

Town of Jackson and SKRMA
negotiate new requirements;
new agreement should provide
parity with requirements in
Land Development Regulations
(LDRs) as much as possible
address seasonal and full
employees

•

Welcoming, accessible area
More intense use expected
in this area
Important for winter/skiing
aspect as well as summer
activities

SCENARIO D

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

Snow King
Mountain
Commitments*

SKRMA
Commitments*

SCENARIO A
footage
• Maintain clear and
negotiated hours of lift
operations (current hours
desired but acknowledgment
that needs may change in the
future)
• Develop procedural
agreement with Town of
Jackson regarding how/when
to allow closures for
conditions (summit and ski
hill)
• Ensure / negotiate affordable
rates for locals with Town of
Jackson (Details TBD;
different definitions of
“affordable” and “local” make
it tricky.)
• Maintain access for current
user groups
• Ensure SKRMA is a
functioning entity as
described in the year 2000
Resort Master Plan
agreement, which is the
current agreement with TOJ.
• Present the SKRMA “entity
structure” to the TOJ council
to agree on “mutual”
compliance.
• Clearly define SKRMA’s
responsibilities and members
to avoid future “open to
interpretation” issues
• Develop an agreement on
commitments that functions

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
Final Vision Scenarios - May 17, 2018
SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

• Maintain clear and negotiated
hours of lift operations
(current hours desired but
acknowledgment that needs
may change in the future)
• Develop procedural
agreement with Town of
Jackson regarding how/when
to allow closures for
conditions (summit and ski
hill)
• Ensure / negotiate affordable
rates for locals with Town of
Jackson (Details TBD;
different definitions of
“affordable” and “local” make
it tricky.)
• Maintain access for current
user groups

• Maintain clear and negotiated
hours of lift operations
(current hours desired but
acknowledgment that needs
may change in the future)
• Develop procedural
agreement with Town of
Jackson regarding how/when
to allow closures for
conditions (summit and ski
hill)
• Ensure / negotiate affordable
rates for locals with Town of
Jackson (Details TBD;
different definitions of
“affordable” and “local” make
it tricky.)
• Maintain access for current
user groups

• Maintain clear and negotiated
hours of lift operations
(current hours desired but
acknowledgment that needs
may change in the future)
• Develop procedural
agreement with Town of
Jackson regarding how/when
to allow closures for
conditions (summit and ski
hill)
• Ensure / negotiate affordable
rates for locals with Town of
Jackson (Details TBD;
different definitions of
“affordable” and “local” make
it tricky.)
• Maintain access for current
user groups

• Ensure SKRMA is a
functioning entity as
described in the year 2000
Resort Master Plan
agreement, which is the
current agreement with TOJ.
• Present the SKRMA “entity
structure” to the TOJ council
to agree on “mutual”
compliance.
• Clearly define SKRMA’s
responsibilities and members
to avoid future “open to
interpretation” issues
• Develop an agreement on
commitments that functions

• Ensure SKRMA is a
functioning entity as
described in the year 200
Resort Master Plan
agreement, which is the
current agreement with TOJ.
• Present the SKRMA “entity
structure” to the TOJ council
to agree on “mutual”
compliance.
• Clearly define SKRMA’s
responsibilities and members
to avoid future “open to
interpretation” issues
• Develop an agreement on
commitments that functions

• Ensure SKRMA is a
functioning entity as
described in the year 2000
Resort Master Plan
agreement, which is the
current agreement with TOJ.
• Present the SKRMA “entity
structure” to the TOJ council
to agree on “mutual”
compliance.
• Clearly define SKRMA’s
responsibilities and members
to avoid future “open to
interpretation” issues
• Develop an agreement on
commitments that functions

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A

in perpetuity that is
transferable to any/all new
owners
• Clarify and separate where
appropriate SKRMA
commitments from Snow
King Mountain commitments
• Clarify where the SKRMA and
Snow King Mountain
commitments overlap and are
connected.
• Require a financial
commitment from all SKRMA
members consistent with the
current SKRMA/TOJ
agreement.
• Ensure adequate parking;
develop transportation
demand management (TDM)
plan
• Clarify maintenance
expectations and
requirements, including snow
removal
• Contribute some percentage
of fees/dues to support
recreation (community
center, ice rink, grant funding,
etc.)
• Re-visit and confirm funding
requirements per the 2000
Resort Master Plan with TOJ.
(Or propose a new
mechanism to TOJ.)
Leases
Town of Jackson
• Clean
Commitments*
up/renegotiate/consolidate

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
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SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

in perpetuity that is
transferable to any/all new
owners
• Clarify and separate where
appropriate SKRMA
commitments from Snow
King Mountain commitments
• Clarify where the SKRMA and
Snow King Mountain
commitments overlap and are
connected.
• Require a financial
commitment from all SKRMA
members consistent with the
current SKRMA/TOJ
agreement.
• Ensure adequate parking;
develop transportation
demand management (TDM)
plan
• Clarify maintenance
expectations and
requirements, including snow
removal
• Contribute some percentage
of fees/dues to support
recreation (community
center, ice rink, grant funding,
etc.)
• Re-visit and confirm funding
requirements per the 2000
Resort Master Plan with TOJ.
(Or propose a new
mechanism to TOJ.)
Leases
• Clean
up/renegotiate/consolidate

in perpetuity that is
transferable to any/all new
owners
• Clarify and separate where
appropriate SKRMA
commitments from Snow
King Mountain commitments
• Clarify where the SKRMA and
Snow King Mountain
commitments overlap and are
connected.
• Require a financial
commitment from all SKRMA
members consistent with the
current SKRMA/TOJ
agreement.
• Ensure adequate parking;
develop transportation
demand management (TDM)
plan
• Clarify maintenance
expectations and
requirements, including snow
removal
• Contribute some percentage
of fees/dues to support
recreation (community
center, ice rink, grant funding,
etc.)
• Re-visit and confirm funding
requirements per the 2000
Resort Master Plan with TOJ.
(Or propose a new
mechanism to TOJ.)
Leases
• Clean
up/renegotiate/consolidate

in perpetuity that is
transferable to any/all new
owners
• Clarify and separate where
appropriate SKRMA
commitments from Snow
King Mountain commitments
• Clarify where the SKRMA and
Snow King Mountain
commitments overlap and are
connected.
• Require a financial
commitment from all SKRMA
members consistent with the
current SKRMA/TOJ
agreement.
• Ensure adequate parking;
develop transportation
demand management (TDM)
plan
• Clarify maintenance
expectations and
requirements, including snow
removal
• Contribute some percentage
of fees/dues to support
recreation (community
center, ice rink, grant funding,
etc.)
• Re-visit and confirm funding
requirements per the 2000
Resort Master Plan with TOJ.
(Or propose a new
mechanism to TOJ.)
Leases
• Clean
up/renegotiate/consolidate

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A
existing leases to reflect new
uses and improvements that
emerge from this process
• Write new lease for Gondola
landing and SKM 1 land usage
with Town of Jackson
• Includes ice center, ski lodge,
and any new things that
emerge from this process
Parking
• Update the current travel
demand management (TDM)
plan and parking strategy in
collaboration with SKRMA for
private and public land
Parks
• Maintain parks and other
Town-owned amenities in the
area.
• Collaborate with SKRMA to
ensure maintenance and
integrated access to park, ice
rink, and associated
amenities
• Coordinate with SKRMA on
programming and events
Housing
• Explore options for investing
public funding in employee
housing for Town of Jackson
staff in conjunction/
partnership with
requirements for employee
housing for SKRMA
Review
• Ensure timely and efficient
review of all plans, proposals,

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
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SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

SCENARIO D

existing leases to reflect new
uses and improvements that
emerge from this process
• Write new lease for Gondola
landing and SKM 1 land usage
with Town of Jackson
• Includes ice center, ski lodge,
and any new things that
emerge from this process
Parking
• Update the current travel
demand management (TDM)
plan and parking strategy in
collaboration with SKRMA for
private and public land
Parks
• Maintain parks and other
Town-owned amenities in the
area.
• Collaborate with SKRMA to
ensure maintenance and
integrated access to park, ice
rink, and associated
amenities
• Coordinate with SKRMA on
programming and events
Housing
• Explore options for investing
public funding in employee
housing for Town of Jackson
staff in conjunction/
partnership with
requirements for employee
housing for SKRMA
Review
• Ensure timely and efficient
review of all plans, proposals,

existing leases to reflect new
uses and improvements that
emerge from this process
• Write new lease for Gondola
landing and SKM 1 land usage
with Town of Jackson
• Includes ice center, ski lodge,
and any new things that
emerge from this process
Parking
• Update the current travel
demand management (TDM)
plan and parking strategy in
collaboration with SKRMA for
private and public land
Parks
• Maintain parks and other
Town-owned amenities in the
area.
• Collaborate with SKRMA to
ensure maintenance and
integrated access to park, ice
rink, and associated
amenities
• Coordinate with SKRMA on
programming and events
Housing
• Explore options for investing
public funding in employee
housing for Town of Jackson
staff in conjunction/
partnership with
requirements for employee
housing for SKRMA
Review
• Ensure timely and efficient
review of all plans,

existing leases to reflect new
uses and improvements that
emerge from this process
• Write new lease for Gondola
landing and SKM 1 land usage
with Town of Jackson
• Includes ice center, ski lodge,
and any new things that
emerge from this process
Parking
• Update the current travel
demand management (TDM)
plan and parking strategy in
collaboration with SKRMA for
private and public land
Parks
• Maintain parks and other
Town-owned amenities in the
area.
• Collaborate with SKRMA to
ensure maintenance and
integrated access to park, ice
rink, and associated
amenities
• Coordinate with SKRMA on
programming and events
Housing
• Explore options for investing
public funding in employee
housing for Town of Jackson
staff in conjunction/
partnership with
requirements for employee
housing for SKRMA
Review
• Ensure timely and efficient
review of all plans, proposals,

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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ELEMENTS

SCENARIO A
and permits related to
SKRMA and Snow King

Snow King Vision Stakeholder Group
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SCENARIO B

SCENARIO C

and permits related to
SKRMA and Snow King

proposals, and permits
related to SKRMA and Snow
King

SCENARIO D
and permits related to
SKRMA and Snow King

* Indicates that the exact same language is present in each scenario. However, this does not necessarily mean that members of the Stakeholder Group support that
language or that element no matter what; each scenario includes other components to balance these elements differently.
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